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 D0-HSIO

Easy data link by CUnet

When CUnet is used, the data of various devices can be shared by simply 

connecting devices using LAN cables and set station Nos. Therefore, you 

can easily obtain data at high speed and largely reduce design man-hours 

without creating complicated communication programs.

Create medium and large-scale systems at low cost

If you connect to CUnet several miniature PLCs that control processes 

according to their functions, as might be used for motor control or 

temperature management, you can easily create medium and large-scale, 

real-time distributed systems. Since the systems can be controlled according 

to function, they offer better expandability and maintenance of user 

programming compared with a centralized system.

Moreover, if you use the DL05/DL06/DL205, which are miniature PLCs 

compatible with CUnet, you can create a system at low cost.

High-speed monitoring on computer!

If the computer is equipped with a CUnet-compatible PCI board and PCMCIA 

card (made by ALGO System), the shared data of devices connected to CUnet 

can be stored on the computer. Therefore, you can monitor the system in 

real-time from the computer, as well as collect data at high speed and control 

connected devices.

 - Protocol built into the communication chip (MKY40)

 - Support 64 stations, 4,096 points for one network

 - High speed communications (12 Mbps synchronous system): Refreshes 

64 stations, 4,096 I/O points in 2.365ms.

 - Network requires no master station.

 - Network allows free participation / separation.

 - Mail functions allow information transmission of more than 4,096 points 

(Peer-to-Peer mode).

CUnet (Distributed system)

 - The system is easy to create, expand, and maintain owing to function-

based distributed management. Because it is connected to CUnet, the 

whole system can be controlled.

- Since the data from all processes is shared, the distributed system can 

perform monitoring and give instructions to the entire system just like a 

centralized system.

- You can create a system at low cost without complicated communication 

settings.

Weight: 50 g

Number of 

Connected 

Units

Shared I/O 

Point

Communication Speed

12 Mbps 6 Mbps 3 Mbps

2 128 102 us 204 us 408 us

4 256 155 us 310 us 620 us

8 512 265 us 530 us 1,060 ms

16 1,024 501 us 1,002 ms 2,004 ms

32 2,048 1,037 ms 2,074 ms 4,148 ms

64 4,096 2,365 ms 4,730 ms 9,460 ms

Maximum Cable Length 100 m 200 m 300 m

Dependent on use environment


